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Openedge Pro2 Data Replication Works with 
Pinpoint Accuracy 

With OpenEdge Pro2 data replication you create a channel for transferring 

Progress OpenEdge data into a SQL Server, Oracle or a target OpenEdge 

database for efficient reporting and analysis. As your data is updated, it is 

replicated to your desired database in near real-time. With your Progress 

OpenEdge database and target databases virtually in sync, you can use your 

third party reporting solutions for upto- date reports and business intelligence. 

Depending on your data replication needs, OpenEdge Pro2 is available as an 

enterprise package for all three databases or as individual modules. 

 
Pro2 Data Replication Features Include: 
 

• Replication of all 4GL data types

• Graphical administration & monitoring tool

• Asynchronous replication

• Support of multithreading

• Minimal disk I/O in Progress

• Small footprint in database

OPENEDGE PRO2 DATA
REPLICATION
Progress® OpenEdge® Pro2™ is a data replication solution for Progress OpenEdge users 
that provides quick access to the data from your OpenEdge application. OpenEdge Pro2 
data replication removes connectivity limitations without disruption to normal business 
operations or risk to the transactional database.

Progress Openedge
Pro2 Meets Your Needs
for Real-time Data
Replication:

• Heterogeneous application

• Integration

• Reports

• Data archives

• Business intelligence

• Data consolidation

• Audits
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About Progress
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A medium enterprise healthcare company 
improved the efficiency of their team by 
greater than 75% with OpenEdge Pro2 
data replication.

Openedge Pro2 Data Replication 
Benefits 

• Proactive Decision-Making: OpenEdge Pro2 

facilitates a more proactive approach to decision-

making and management with real-time replication 

of critical information from your enterprise database.

• Third Party Application Flexibility: OpenEdge 

Pro2 provides the opportunity to expand options 

to use third party applications such as reporting 

solutions, business intelligence applications and data 

warehousing tools.

•  Small Database Footprint: OpenEdge Pro2 real-time 

data replication provides clients who are running many

About Progress Openedge
AProgress OpenEdge is a leading platform for simplifying and streamlining the development, deployment and management of 

global business applications. With Progress OpenEdge, you can develop dynamic solutions that incorporate business workflow 

capabilities securely across multiple platforms and devices. Whether you deploy on-premise, on mobile devices or in the cloud, 

the OpenEdge application development platform is 40% more productive and provides a 30% cost savings versus other platforms. 

Over 47,000 businesses in more than 175 countries run on the Progress OpenEdge platform. 

For more information, please visit progress.com/openedge.

http://progress.com/openedge

